
Character Bio for Ed Jose 
Name: Ed “The Mouse Prophet” Jose 
Alternate ID: Elisa Jose 
 
Family: Father – Unknown 
 Mother – Unknown 
 
Age: 13 
Birthday: February 7, 1993 
 
Eye Color: Black 
Hair Color: Black Length: Pixy Cut 
 
Distinguishing Marks: None 

 
Race: Human  Nationality: Mexican 
Gender: Male  Dominant Hand: Right 
Height: 4' 5"  Weight: 71lbs 
 
Appearance: At first glance Ed looks like a very poor Hispanic boy. But if you look closely you will noticed 
that he has tin foil inserted into his clothing and hat. He also always has a few items on him of Micky 
Mouse including a pendent that has been rubbed to a dull polish, from hours of praying to it.  
 
Bio: Ed’s mother gave birth to him in a bathroom stall at Disneyland during her third shift cleaning of the 
bathroom. She then dumped her newborn son in a hidden corner of the backlot. Several hours later 
security found him. Soon after he became a ward of the state. It is his belief that it was a sign from the 
great mouse, Micky that he was born on the holy land. Over the years he has moved from foster home to 
another foster home. Nobody wanted a Hispanic boy that worshiped Micky Mouse. Now days he lives 
with a foster Mother that has fourteen other children she watches as she looks for permeant homes for 
them. He is not her favorite; well she forgets a lot that he even lives there.  
 
Lately Ed has been experimenting with being a teenage girl. His best friend, Nadia and her daughter 
helped her get some outfits to pull off his/her transformation.  
 
Skills: Superior knowledge of everything Disney and mainly Micky Mouse, Pick pocket, pick locks,  
 
Languages: English & Spanish. 
 
Power:  

 
Unhinged Reality: The term fluid reality is a real thing for Ed. His belief in the Great and 

Powerful Mouse, Mickey is so great that he can change reality to a limited effect. He can only change one 
aspect of reality at any given time. All the changes must be something that Ed has see, his deity, Mickey 
Mouse or his subjects do. (i.e. Pull items out of no-where, change out clothing very quickly, defy gravity 
[as long as it is not pointed out to him], Opening portals to Mouseland …) 
 
Currently in HSH: Ed lives on the streets but mainly lives at the Mite bases.   
 
 


